Scenario #1: Picture tagging

When waking up

mWork

Sleeping → wake up to phone

Pick up the phone → work on mWork

Open mWork
Scenario #2: Matching a user (worker) with a task
Working (scenario 7) outside

Working on mWork while eating.

Continued working + working
More walking + working

More close ups interspersed
of the walking as she walks along

Bang into pole while working on m Work ...

... then keep working on the ground
Close up of a coffee cup on a counter.

Our mWorker enters the coffee shop.

ordering coffee over the counter.

Scenario #3: Getting earnings and cashing out from mWork.
Top view of two coffees

Barista making the coffee

Pulling the cups away

Pulling up the coffee cups
Girl doing makeup n work doing coffee

Boy she is with drawing coffee

"Thank you for the coffee"
I paid by n work I am a

"Happy ever after "walking into the sunset"